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Did you know?

New High Temperature NMT pump
range

What is more important Pressure
or Volume?

This range of pumps has seal packings designed
for the food industry and all applications where
water of up to 85°C is required. The pump must
be fed at about 3 bar to prevent cavitation if high
temperature water is used.
Anti-corrosion, nickel plated manifold provides
protection from harsh environments.
All the spares are fully inter-changeable with the
standard NMT pump range.

When choosing a pressure washer
for an application, both the pressure
and volume of the machine are
important. Whilst the pressure is
very important, it is the volume which
gives the weight to the punch. One
liter of water weighs one kilogram.
The more weight (for a constant
pressure), the better the cleaning.
Power, and this is the term used for
“work done”, is a combination of
pressure and volume. Low volume
at high pressure does little work.

Hawk Petrol and Diesel Units
Hawk petrol and diesel units can now be fitted
with gearboxes. Belts and pulleys will still be
available. The advantages for both systems.
Belts have a natural shock absorbing property
but require proper tensioning and alignment.
They also absorb a substantial proportion of the
engine’s power and occupy more space.
Gearboxes connect the pump and engine
mechanically, with no shock adsorption, but they
require no alignment and are more efficient,
absorbing less power and are more compact.
High speed pumps directly coupled do not last as
long as slow revving pumps.

Inspirational
“Success is a ladder that cannot
be climbed with your hands in
your pocket”

Cats are so dramatic!
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Floor holster

The new gun holsters enable the operator to
conveniently store the gun and lance while the
unit is not in use, protecting it from possible
damage.
Most car and truck wash operators have, at some
time experienced a vehicle driving over a gun
and destroying it.
There are wall mount and floor mount versions
available. Made of polished stainless steel to last
longer, they also look good and professional.

Holiday Wishes
The management and staff at Hawk would like to
wish you and your family the very best over the
festive season.
Thank you for making this a prosperous year. We
look forward to serving you in 2012.
Our Durban branch will be closed for our
Christmas break from the 22nd December 2011
to the 3rd January 2012 and our Johannesburg
branch will be closed from the 16th December
2011 to the 3rd January 2012.
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